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GREK001 – τὰ μικρά (“ta mikra”): Kadmos, the Dragon, and the Alphabet 
 

 
Kadmos fighting the Ismenian Dragon 

(Red-figure krater ca. 4th B.C., Musée du Louvre) 
 

 
Cadmus and the Ismenian Dragon 

(Black-figure amphora ca. 6th B.C., Musée du Louvre) 
 

"Kadmos sent some of his men to fetch water from the spring of Ares, but a Serpent, said by many to be a 
child of Ares, guarded the spring and destroyed most of those who had been sent. In outrage Kadmos killed 
the Serpent, and then, following the instructions of Athena, planted its teeth. From this sowing there sprang 
from the earth armed men, called Spartoi (Sparti). These proceeded to kill each other, some in voluntary 
encounters, and others in ignorance. Pherelydes [Greek mythographer C5th B.C.] says that when Kadmos 
saw the armed men growing up from the earth, he threw stones at them, and they, believing that they 
were being hit by each other, started their fight . . . As for Kadmos, to atone for the deaths he served Ares 
as a laborer for an 'everlasting' year, for a year then was equal to eight years now." 

- Pseudo-Apollodorus, Bibliotheca 3. 22 (trans. Aldrich) (Greek mythographer C2nd A.D.) : 
 
 “The Phoenicians who came with Cadmus—amongst 
whom were the Gephyraei—introduced into Greece, 
after their settlement in the country, a number of 
accomplishments, of which the most important was 
writing, an art till then, I think, unknown to the Greeks. 
At first they used the same characters as all the other 
Phoenicians, but as time went on, and they changed 
their language, they also changed the shape of their 
letters. At that period most of the Greeks in the 
neighbourhood were Ionians; they were taught these 
letters by the Phoenicians and adopted them, with a 
few alterations, for their own use, continuing to refer 
to them as the Phoenician characters—as was only 
right, as the Phoenicians had introduced them. The 
Ionians also call paper 'skins'—a survival from 
antiquity when paper was hard to get, and they did 
actually use goat and sheep skins to write on. Indeed, 
even today many foreign peoples use this material. In 
the temple of Ismenian Apollo at Theba in Boeotia I 
have myself seen cauldrons with inscriptions cut on 
them in Cadmean characters—most of them not very 
different from the Ionian.” Herodotus’ Histories V.58-59 


